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   EXTREME HARMAN
                 BUILT AND CONSTRUCTED BY:  RICK  HEMI

Firstly  I’d like to dedicate this to the late John Harman, his brake away engine design 
was the beginning of a new era of big bore kits that went ballistic within the biker 
world after his passing. The Harman kit  wasn’t flawless, there were many faults and 
mis concepts with the design even before assembly. The cylinder stud holes weren’t 
cnc centered or aligned, the heads were without any steel inserts for the head bolts, 
the breather hole wasn’t aligned, the extended pinion shaft that came with the kit was 
weak and the case bearing inserts on some kits were beyond rough. A fastidious 
construction process was required that  included modifications to make the engine 
reliable. The engine shown here was originally  in a swedish chopper, I was only 
interested in the engine but bought the whole bike and sold what wasn’t  needed as 
parts. 

Arriving to look at the bike there was excitement 
even though it  was rough as guts. Being a kick start 
only with a very  short  kick arm I gave the honors to 
the owner to crank it up. It took at  least  1/2 an hour 
for the harman to start with a roar (it  had the wrong 
cam) It  idled and sounded totally  different to 
Shovelheads.....I was hooked!!! After a brief run 
down the road I noticed the front exhaust smoking 
with throttle response. I mean it really smoked like a  
chimney, the owner put it  down as a valve guide seal 
but  the amount of fumes roaring out the rear looked 
to be more of an oil ring problem. The frame had 
plenty of space to pull the head and cylinder from 
the block so within 15 mins we had ripped the front 
section off in one go. The cylinder had severe 
damage due to ring seizure and the front rod had 
side play way beyond any safety.   

                                        Text & Photography by Rick Hemi ©2012
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The asking price for the bike was dropped which then became my risk for an engine 
that needed a complete pull  down and rebuild plus an endless cash flow which I was 
about  to find out. Separating the cases was like a can of worms, the sprocket  shaft 
bearings had a melt down (half of them missing) the flywheel was cracked which had 
caused the front  rod to misalign forcing the piston and rings to run off skew up the 
cylinder. This was no fault of the cases but to the builder that  had assembled it...Who 
was that guy!!!

It had the wrong flywheels and rods for a start 
and the crank pin, breather gear and oil pump 
were all mismatched. The thing that  blew me 
away  was the fact  that  the engine should’ve let 
go and disintegrated which proves that harman 
cases and cylinders are beyond tougher than 
tough. If it was an evo it would have melted 
down within minutes. 

The original cylinders were bored out .50th and 
a set of venolia pistons and rings fitted. The 
cases were line honed and assembled with s&s 
forged flywheels and carrillo rods, a jims 3 hole 
crank pin, jims pinion & sprocket  shaft. An s&s 
oil pump was used for the 1st rebuild but 
replaced with a pro flow on the 2nd rebuild with 
an additional auxiliary  centrifugal oil  pump that 
ran from the pinion shaft to the heads. A 
leineweber cam, high speed baisley oil pump 
gears with a modified breather were also  part 
of the build. 

Baisley gears,jims pinion and a 
squared breather cavity for reliability  

The cone and ignition chosen was a vertex 
magneto, vertex cones are solid with tight 
fit  specs for the pinion & cam bushings. 
Jims evo blocks with solid lifters were 
used for the larger diameter lifters. 
Tapperlite xxl pushrods and sumax 
covers proved reliable in the 1st  build and 
were oil tight. The harman heads caused 
alot  of frustration with the viton o-rings 
in both builds so the choice of homemade 
solid cooper gaskets were used and 
worked perfectly. They  were heated &  
cooled to soften them just  before bolting 
the heads and cylinders. On the 2nd build 
the heads received steel threaded inserts 
and upgraded to 12mm fine pitch thread 
b o l t s t o k e e p e v e r y t h i n g h o l d i n g 
together...it worked with the engine doing 
60,ooo kms  without  any major issues. 
The venolia pistons worked well but due 
to the unbalance of the rear piston in 
harman’s they were replaced with 
hyperfomance cut  away pistons in the 2nd 
build.

A Redesigned tapered scoop fitted within 
the breather to push oil flow out from the 
cases. The breather had also been modified 
to uniform fit the case cavity. 
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Hyperformance titanium valves, forged pistons 
and ductile iron cylinders were used in the 2nd 
build. Left: Harman billet pistons & cylinders

In the 1st  build the engine had vibration 
at a given rpm, the engine  response was 
brutal from take off but  due to the mis 
balance of the pistons the vibration at 
the top end was painful. The harman 
was official clocked down the German 
auto bahn at 270 kph with my balls 
vibrating out  of my  mouth. The engine 
wasn’t even at  maximin peak revs and 
could’ve  made the 300 if it  wasnt  for the 
bad vibes. In Copenhagen it  was better 
to change the 45 tooth rear sprocket to a 
55 tooth and use the air shift to wake up 
the jappers around town. The harman 
survived as a tormentor to others that 
wanted to prove something but  then it 
did have its off days. 

Rebuilding the harman on a budget was like buying a new house without a roof. A 
serious outlay of cash was needed to surpass all the cheap garbage that usually fails 
miserably for strokers or big bores. The right parts for the job are always an asset 
for any lifespan of any engine. Its not only the known  brands of superior engine 
parts but the workshop tools the engine is built with and the fundamentals of using 
them the correctly.

The search for a good set  of aftermarket 
rockerboxes was null  and void. There 
were two possibilities, one from zodiac 
and the other from the states but  both 
were flimsy like the oem originals for any
adjustments or alterations. The plan was 
to use evo rocker shafts with jims roller 
rockers but the decision to design my 
own was a better choice. The rocker ratio 
for shovels had to be used but the shafts 
were redesigned longer with larger 
diameters and used heavy duty bushings 
with oil  galleries that  keep the shafts cool 
and lubricated. Needle rollers were a no 
no due to the amount of galling to the 
shaft which usually  snap when the 
engine is at  peak revs. Ive eye witnessed 
over a dozen different engines that had 
snapped or badly galled shafts. The 
harman with its different valve angle also 
needed to be adhered too with the roller 
working on the center of the valve. The 
use of heavy duty lash caps were 
essential on the inlets but then needed 
replacing every 5,000 kms for safety. The 
design of rocker boxes with lids was for 
this reason.

The Harman with the right tools works 
every time, the Trock cam jack did its job 
when the engine needed a cam change or 
quick inspection without removal of the 
valve train components.
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The heads were also fitted with 
compression release plugs so the 
battery  drain would be minimal when 
cranking. When the engine was hot the 
rings would seal the cylinder so much 
that even low geared reduction 
starters would groan. The rings used 
were actually called total seal...and 
thats what  they did no joke. The rocker 
boxes were made from the highest 
grade billet alloy, the pushrod holes 
were really trick to make due to the 
different angles of finding center and 
the clearance for the pushrod not  to 
rub the inner side of the pushrod 
covers during rotation. A tool was 
made up especially  to center the valve 
train from the lowest to highest  points 
of angle. The 4 boxes were bolted 
down and aligned with guides and 
3/8” 12.8 hardened allen headbolts. 
The gaskets were hand made and 
never leaked a drop of oil. For the 1st 4 
years I had kick start  only and nick 
named my  harman “The cold dragon”. 
I mean this engine really  was a mother 
of mothers to start  at times, once it 
fired up then it  was all go but then 
there were moments on my off days 
that the kick arm would collect my leg 
and cause swear words, abusive 
behavior and curses. Being small  I had 
to mount one leg up on the seat with 
the knee bent and slowly turn the 
engine over with the other leg until I 
heard the front  inlet valve shut. The 
front air intake would give the signal 
by   its hissing sounds, the single fire 
vertex magneto & cam duration was 
the culprit  for the massive kickbacks. 
In the 1st 4 years on the road with no 
starter motor or compression release 
plugs the harman smashed 7  kick 
pedals (when the kick arm stopped the 
pedals flew), twisted 3 kick arms and 
bent 4 kick arm shafts!!! it even bent a 
jims machine shaft, I had spoken to 
Jim personally about “his tough 
unbendable shafts” he couldn’t believe 
that the harman destroyed one of his 
own designs and wanted it  sent  to him 
for a souvenir. 

The Harman valve positions are at extreme 
angles and really require an open lid design to 
distinguish the center points of contact for both 
roller rocker & pushrod entry.  

The Harman case with jims evo lifter blocks, 
carrillo rods and vertex cone. The block number 
GPRB 11834 stood for “grand prix racina 
block” the last two digits would have been the 
cast sequence #34. With contacts made to 
people that worked and knew John Harman 
only 94 cases were ever made.
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The 2nd build included new ductile cylinders, balanced forged pistons, typhoon 
carbs, evo lifter blocks and a complete overhaul design of rocker boxes and 
shafts. The stainless front pipes are bolted into 1” inch wide 5omm dia s&s carb 
blocks  and sealed with an o-ring. Each carb had 12mm dia. adjustable vertical 
rods to support their weight  for added stability. All hardware apart  from the 
cylinder & head bolts are military grade 12 stainless. The oiling system was a little 
over kill using 2 pumps although the 60,000 +kms showed minimal wear to all 
moving internal parts. Usually the condition of the camshaft lobes will  shows 
signs of any  wear and tear of engine fatigue, the cam was as though it had only 
done a 1000 kms. The original harman cylinders had reached there use by date 
due to the +50 thou over limit. The venolia pistons were still  in excellent 
condition but  due to the rear piston being lighter than the front (the cut away for 
the rod to pass) it  was better to upgrade to a set of pistons that had the same 
weight. Most Harmans that  had been built  had to much clearance between the 
piston and cylinder wall causing the infamous clunk sound with them. This was 
the skirt  of the piston on thrust motion. On both rebuilds I made sure that  the 
tolerances were as close as possible to avoid the inevitable “clunk” that  other 
Harmans  were possessed with. The oil  grade was another factor that  played 
played an important  roll  for minimal Harman engine wear. I only used sae 50 
single grade and oil changed every 4000 kms. To some it  may  sound ludicrous to 
clean the entire system out  with oil  that could do 12,000+ kms but with mega 
bores the importance of replenishing the system is a guarantee for a longer 
lifespan of the engine....my Harman engine proved that. 
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The vertex magneto really induces massive 
amounts of voltage to the plugs. These are 
also used on nitro v8’s and other heavy 
hardcore engines. The more rev the more 
the spark produced and 200% better than 
the old outdated morris magnetos. 

The original Harman pistons (arias) and 
rods next to a set of evo 3-5/8..... 

Below the Hyperformance billet ductile iron 
cylinders with special hi grade coating. 
These werent cheap but worth every cent.
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The 1st  build the harman ran with del-
orto 40mm carbs tricked out to the 
max. The reports of using s&s carbs 
for harman engines was negative. I 
never experimented with them and 
decided to try the typhoons made by 
Carls. The problem was how to mount 
such a large piece of hardware and 
keep them stable on an engine thats 
notorious for vibrating anything and 
everything apart. The spigots had to 
be modified and extended to the limit 
to clear the tank. I wasn’t  worried 
about  the right side carb rubbing the 
leg and I knew extending the forward 
controls further out had to be done 
anyway. The other mission was if in 
fact these carbs would actually work 
in harmony together. The extra 
needles and adjustments were enough 
to tune the engine but only in very 
small  adjustments at one time with 
each carb. The angle of the carbs was 
an another issue for gas so on going 
modifications were endless... 

An extra auxiliary oil pump was attached  to 
the cone which was used to transfer rockerbox
oil. This kept the flow rate controlled back to 
the tank via an orberg hi tech race filter.

The pro-flow oil  pump  was the perfect 
solution to manage oil  flow. A design 
thats worth 10 points for any big engine 
that needs its lubrication working to 
maximum levels of reliability. The 
adjustments using s&s main jets in the 
feeders are an awesome design. The pull 
down and assembly of the pump is 
extremely fast and simple. 

Image Left: the cone received two extra 
holes, one for an adjusting rod to support 
the carb and the other an earls hose back to 
the oil tank to limit over pressure within the 
crankcase. The heads were also drilled, 
tapped and fitted with exit oil lines down to 
the crankcase. The design of the original 
harman cylinders had the top end oil running 
through the cylinders exiting below the 
piston which created issues. The amount of 
earls fittings and braided line on this engine 
looked like a nightmare but everything 
worked accordingly and never leaked a drop.
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Being called a perfectionist with engines was honorable throughout the biker 
scene. The Harman is proof of that with a multitude of awards from Europe and 
The Pacific. Having built, modified and reconditioned 300+ engines ranging from 
Knuckleheads to Twincam the John Harman shovel was really an enjoyment to 
build. Owning it for 14 years it went through heavy modifications  to present an 
engine that not only looked raw but had the nostalgia of real muscle of an engine 
design that deserves more credit.
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One of the main concepts when creating something different is the satisfaction of 
doing it right the 1st  time round. There were times building The Harman that 
required restraint  from overkill but  then as one task is completed another concept 
is born. The Scandinavian winters being 6 months long allowed lots of workshop 
time to build, construct  and finish a project  thats satisfying. I was very fortunate to 
find good used German workshop lathes, milling machines, industrial drill presses 
& polishers from a company that was closing down. The addition of a tig and a 
supply of unlimited billet  alloy from other contacts helped keep the costs down. 
Some prefer to purchase an aftermarket engine and chuck it  into a frame without 
the extremities of making something from nothing which is all  good but  then most 
engines look all the same with add on concepts that everyone else is using as well. 

Ive always wanted to build and design my own engine from scratch from an old 9 
star cylinder radial engine. Using 2 cylinders, redesigning the heads and crankcase 
with internals running side by side rods. Depending on the cylinder size and 
stroke this could go to 600 cubes, the aid of a supercharger would be sufficient 
enough to fuel it......the vibrations would numb the bum and rattle the teeth but 
the finished design would be mind blowing. The largest Harman worldwide is a 3 
liter (180 ci) that  uses scania truck cylinders ....any concept  is possible if the vision 
is there to do it. 
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Connecting an air shift  was complicated, finding the right  pump with required 
valve bodies was the 1st issue. The 2nd problem was how to uniform fit  it  to the 
bike and make it  work. The open belt drives flimsy inner main plate was scrapped 
and a 50mm wide piece of billet  alloy was milled out with an added design to 
position the front  of the air pump correctly. It  was a 2 piece setup which is fully 
adjustable for the open belt and also held the reduction starter. It  was also possible 
then to hook up the rod support for the carb to the plate, a timing pointer and 
protection rails & guard for any mishaps. It  took a lot  of milling time to finish the 
plate but  using spare engine & gearbox cases in a jig sorted it out. The Gearbox 
used with The Harman has a fully tricked out 4 speed with zippers and andrews 
shafts & gear sets within a s.t.d. casing. 5 speed boxes 1st gear is to low but the 4 
speed tricked out with the right ratios at  the rear end would make it  scream in 1st  
gear to 80 kph if needed. The atlas & rivera clutch plates with an air assisted clutch 
had always been reliable from the 1st  rebuild in the mid 90s but there are some 
awesome new designs that  would work with the Harman. The only  complaints with 
the 4 speed is the horrible double shifter at  the gearbox end which has surpassed 
its glory. The 3” belts would sometimes break in torque ripping in shreds  which is 
why  a rear chain is the better choice when reliability is more important  than 
having a silent  rear end. Harmans are known to destroy anything thats weak on 
the drive train and if anythings not locktited then kiss it goodbye.
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The Typhoons are a huge carb and there were thoughts to only run one with the 
Harman which would have saved lots of teething problems and adjustments. I 
knew of another Harman that  only ran one carb and performed well. I have also 
built a Knuckshovster with a nitromethane 4 cam case that had a bore & stroke 
larger than the Harman (132 cubic inches) that  ran a single typhoon carb......it 
performed like a rocket on steroids !!! 

Proto milled brackets with an autometer set up and oil pressure gauge 
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Owning two Harman kits was like finding a needle in a hay stack. The left  was the 
1st engine used and remained as the project. The other was also found in Sweden 
which had sat in boxes under a bench workshop for 7  years “Brand New”, it  had 
an earlier cast  case but the heads were the same. In the early  stages of my Harman 
fetish I was also on the hunt  for other cases and heads which turned up results in 
the usa. An old dude that use to race and promote John Harmans 140 ci  blocks 
had 2 parked up and would sell one of them to me only because he knew I was 
dedicated to them. The problem with his engines were the heads, they  were the 
early design without the squish band (like shovelheads) which were the ist  proto 
types used for The Harman design. They never ever worked to the full  potential 
and were scrapped by John with the redesign of newer heads with flat  top pistons. 
Working for different  harley  shops in Europe my fingers had lots of contacts and 
found other Harman engine kits but the price for them were through the roof. I 
even did negotiations with The Iranians to get  out 80 complete shovelheads for a 
song and had contacts in Lebanon for a dozen ex police shovelheads. My UN 
contact  brought back 30 engines (early & late shovelheads & a few evos) from the 
Iraq invasion which I rebuilt. The most classic example from The middle East was 
an old fl early shovel engine that  had never had its heads off, man this was like 
brand new in side but it took all day to pull it down. Even the rockerboxes were 
special...they had weird cast numbers which are rare. But no Harmans reached 
The Middle East and i’m sure if there was one I would of known about  it. Sweden 
was the main importer to Europe for Harman kits but  most  of the engines are 
totally worn out and need a complete overhaul.
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The front exhaust port  on Harmans are placed right in front of the down tubes 
and any original frame would need to have more clearance for larger header 
pipes to fit  right. The pipes on this one were made with 55mm stainless bends 
that were tigged in place one by one. The down tubes were pushed out with the 
neck which gave ample room to turn the front header into a smooth bend in the 
direction needed. The original exhaust bolt setup for the Harman was to flimsy 
so the addition of welding an s&s carb spacer block worked perfectly for the new 
pipes. It was also to protect  the exhaust head port from cracking from extreme 
vibrations. Harman heads are not  found at  any local hd shop so the importance 
of beefing up weak links are critical for these engines. The main culprit  for 
vibration is usually  the frame, if the engine rocks or has movement when its 
unbolted then shimming it  will solve this before tightening it  down. The top 
engine mount is also important  with the bracket, it should sit flush and squared 
right  across the main frame before bolting. If not then the engine vibrations will 
increase through the frame 10 fold causing the bike to slowly rattle to bits.
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The fitment of homemade parts on this Harman looks easy to the naked eye but everything 
has a structure of assembly that worked in sequence for any maintenance work. 
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The Harman in its glory that even John himself would appreciate. A classic example of a raw 
engine modified to the max. The engine is massive in real time and through the years of 
riding this beast it proved reliable with all the modifications and hi tech parts. The engine 
liked a good thrashing once it was warm, the acceleration beyond belief. The satisfaction 
building a Harman kit from scratch was worth the effort but to complete such an engine 
required lots of technical expertise, time and most of all dedication.
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Some of the projects that were from the Harman days:
: A walz rolling chassis 
: The Knuckshovster, a 132 cubic inch mega bore monster. This ran with a 4 cam nitro case, 
hyperformance billet ductile cylinders & pistons, bathtub heads with titan valves, typhoon 
carb, zippers full race gears in an atlas rigid frame.
: The harman

The Harman in a modified fl frame. The frame actually originated from an early shovel project 
I had built, it had been used in the movie “Stone Cold” by “mudfish” a few years before it 
reached Europe.  basittini gas tank, wiwo eccentric swingarm, white power shocks, sjp forks, 
orberg oil filters, stainless 6 liter oil tank, omp light & air cleaners, pm brakes, hydraulic 
clutch, stainless pipes with carbon fiber tips
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The Harman at the “Filthy Few” bike 
show..

1: Best Custom
2: Best American
3: Best in Show
4: Excellence in Engineering


